The Survival Report

WARNING! Brace Yourself and Your Wealth for a Whole New
“Second Wave” of Housing Hurt About to CRASH DOWN on
Wall Street, the U.S. Economy, and the American Homeowner...

The “Second Wave”
HOUSING TSUNAMI

of 2007–2011
Just when you were hoping we were “done” with plunging property prices...
think again... and then BATTEN DOWN THE HATCHES for what history
will remember as the worst property-led recession of the last 76 years!
Wall Street... Main Street... nobody’s money is safe.
However, I can give you three very simple, solid ways to “hedge”
your retirement and property savings against this coming mega-bust...
All included in the new Emergency Financial Survival Toolkit
I’d like to send you FREE, with your permission...

Dear Friend,
A tidal wave of hurt is heading for your money.
Not just the equity you have in your house. But everything you have invested, saved, or otherwise set
aside. And if you don’t do something to protect yourself, you stand to lose everything.
I know that sounds dire.
But I’m really that worried.
Fortunately, there are steps you can take to protect yourself. I’ll show you three of them —
each a solid hedge against the coming bust — that I urge you to consider taking today, right now. As soon
as you finish reading this report...
(over, please)

First off, I’ll give you the proof that the onslaught’s coming. Then it will be up to you to decide how
you want to protect yourself.
Make no mistake — I’m serious about this warning. This is no hiccup on Wall Street. It’s a sweeping wipeout of
wealth. Quite possibly, the most widespread fallout in the mainstream financial community in the last 76 years.
Bigger than Enron. Bigger than the bust of 2000. Worse than ’90–’91 and worse than the stock market
bust of ’87. Yet as far as I can tell, nobody’s watching. Nobody’s preparing.
Worse, experts who should know better are telling you the exact opposite lies ahead.
What I see as a crisis, they see as a hiccup. What I’ll show you is just the tip of the iceberg, which they
see as a so-called “buying opportunity.” They couldn’t be more wrong. And no advice could be more
dangerous. As you’ll see in the paragraphs below.
I urge you to pay close attention.
If you do nothing else, at least heed this part of my message.
Now is NOT a time to rush out and buy more stocks. OR to load up on new “bargains” in the property
market. Quite the opposite. As you’re about to see, the smartest thing you could do right now is...

“GET OFF THE BEACH!”
What could I mean by that?
Two years ago, I’m sure you remember, killer tsunami waves crashed down on miles of Asian coastline.
Moments before, there was no warning. Skies were blue. A breeze blew in from the ocean.
Then the ocean sucked out the tide by hundreds of feet. Tourists snapped pictures. Children and locals
ran out to collect shells and play with fish, flopping in puddles... oblivious to the crushing wall of water on the
horizon. Until it was too late. The devastation wiped out nearly 300,000 victims, in barely the blink of an eye.
I’m not trying to make light of a tragedy.
What I’m telling you is that it’s not always easy to see what’s on the horizon. What
looks like an opportunity can also be the lull before the real disaster comes
crashing down. And right now, in the U.S. property market, we’re facing exactly
that kind of situation.
The tide on soaring real estate has ebbed... to some, it might even look like a
chance to wander out and snap up property at new “low” prices... BUT DON’T BE
FOOLED! Because the real wave of devastation — in property and on Wall Street
— still looms on the horizon.
See, right now, it’s easy for you to believe that maybe the worst could be behind us.
After all, it’s all over the headlines. And all over the press. Supposedly, says the myth, the economy
has never been healthier. Wall Street can only go up. And property? The most recent bust, says the myth,
has only opened doors for Americans to start buying all over again.
But if you’re as savvy as I believe you are, you know exactly what I’ve seen myself... as head of a
multimillion-dollar financial research organization... that nothing could be further from the truth!
To prove it to you, I’m sharing with you today a very different “blueprint” of the events that lie ahead.
Before you’re through, you’ll see, as I now do, that the true bottom-line reality is indeed very different
from what the “Pollyannas” of the financial press want us to believe...
In short...
Not only is the most dramatic property asset bubble of modern times clearly OVER... but the slip in real
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estate prices we’ve seen so far is not even CLOSE to being the beginning of the real devastation to come...
not just in property, or even Wall Street, but across the ENTIRE U.S. economy, now and for at least the
next three–four years, if not longer.
If you’re not ready yet, you’ll want to be.
A radical “reset” in over $1 trillion worth of shaky loans... redoubling foreclosure rates... a bailout much bigger than the S&L crisis
of the ’80s... tremors that rattle the U.S. job market... plunging stock
prices for retail, manufacturing, and car companies... and a wipeout for
just about every mainstream “safe” investment you’ve ever heard of.

“Those who think that the
worst may be over for the
housing market should take
another look at the data...”
— The New York Times,
Jan. 7, 2007

There’s no question a secondary housing bust this big will happen. The only question now is when.
And, as I show you below, it will likely happen a lot sooner than most experts think.
That’s why I don’t want to leave you without any safeguard.
Which is why I’m writing to you today...

Three Solid Layers of Protection Against the
Next Wave of Falling Property Prices Ahead
I want to show you three very powerful yet simple ways to protect yourself.
They’re simple to follow. And they’re yours FREE, as part of something new that my team has put
together. I call it the Emergency Financial Survival Toolkit: Triple Protection Against the
Coming Collapse. And I’ll rush it to you immediately, just as soon as you give me permission.
Here’s what you’ll find inside:


One of these protective steps offers you government-backed gains against what my team
sees as the inevitable economy-wide U.S. recession ahead. The faster things come unraveled,
the faster your “safe-haven” gains in this one opportunity — a little-known fund — go up



The second “hedge” is another simple, single move. And a sandbag for your financial fortress,
specifically designed to protect you as the collapse of the credit market crushes U.S. bonds —
especially junk bonds



The third move gives you a clever way to leverage a whole basketful of falling housing and
home improvement stocks with a single, money-multiplying trade. You’ll find this very easy to
do. And very lucrative, especially during the fallout ahead.

Like I said, I’ll rush you the details on this triple-layered money protection strategy FREE, as part of
the Emergency Financial Survival Toolkit I had prepared especially for this coming, crushing event.
This Emergency Financial Survival Toolkit also gives you several other steps you’ll want to take
now. Plus, it will give you even better ways to deal with unstable markets every month for at least the
next 12 months ahead.
There’s no charge for this triple-hedge protection strategy.
Just ask and I’ll send it.
I’ll sleep better just knowing you have all this in your hands.
After all, just think about what this could mean otherwise.
Nearly 70% of Americans either own or are in the process of paying off their homes. Everyone WANTS
(over, please)
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to believe the worst has come and gone, because that’s what’s best for them. But we don’t always get the
market outcomes we want or expect.
All I’m asking you... begging you... urging you to do... is let me show you a different vision of what lies
ahead. And let me show you how to protect yourself and your money against potentially devastating
impacts that nobody expects, including...


A whole new round of plunging house prices that doubles the losses we’ve already seen...



A mortgage time bomb that will send defaults and foreclosures soaring across America...



And finally, a financial blowout that will send banks and most stocks into a tailspin...

This is NOT what the fawning fortunetellers of Washington, Wall Street, or the real estate industry
want you to believe. But that doesn’t mean they’re not real risks. Or that you shouldn’t be ready when
this whole new wave of financial wipeout arrives.
You don’t have to take my word on this. I’ll simply lay out the proof for each of these dangers for you,
and then you can decide.
If you disagree, fine. Set down this report and move on, taking your chances.
But if you see the same vision I see, if any of these shocking outcomes seems even slightly possible to
you, then all you need to do is tell me where to send our new and completely original three-step wealth
protection strategy, absolutely free.
It’s really that simple.
You won’t get such a straightforward, no-punches-pulled offer from everyone. In fact, you may not
realize it, but forget tomorrow’s market... because the powers that be have already lied to you — on a
huge scale — about what’s already happening in today’s property market.
How so?
Let me show you what I mean...

200,000 Home Sales That Never Happened!
At the end of December 2006, the Census Bureau released a report.
The report said contracts on new home sales — after falling for nine months straight — had ticked up.
Was that good news? Some key sources said yes. But look closer, because even the Census Bureau admits
the way they tally those numbers doesn’t work.
From the Census Bureau Web site: “As a result of our methodology, if conditions are worsening in
the marketplace and cancellations are high, sales would be temporarily overestimated.”
Suppose you put a contract on a house in November, then cancel in December. The sale never happens. But
the contract still shows up in the Census Bureau report.
Says Mark Zandi, the chief economist over at Moody’s/Economy.com, “Given the rise in cancellation
rates... between 150,000–200,000 home sales are being counted that did not actually occur.”
That’s a shocking discovery.
Looking forward, here’s one you’ll find even more shocking...

By 2011, Your House Could Be Worth 43% LESS Than It Is Now
Dr. Robert Schiller, the same bestselling author and Stanford economist who called the tech-stock bust
back in his 2001, recently analyzed 116 years of U.S. housing data.
Take a look at the chart on the next page showing what he discovered...
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It’s easy to think your house is worth more,
just comparing the dollars you paid for it with the
dollars other houses around you sell for today.
But what happens when you account for
how weak today’s dollars are compared with the
dollars of yesteryear? Using inflation-adjusted
prices, you can see how property boom and bust
cycles have whipsawed property investors back
and forth more than once in the last century.
Combined with real periods of plunging
housing prices... plenty of homeowners are no better
off now than they were decades ago. What’s more,
you can also see in the data that not only has
property NOT always gone up... it’s gone down,
giving back pricing gains... over and over again!

Source: The New York Times and www.patrick.net

In that last part of the line on the chart...
what happens if today’s BUST cycle matches the
property-price busts of the ’70s or ’80s? In those cycles, real estate reversed until all the gains were gone.
This time around, the price collapse would last until 2011... with a plunge as deep as 43.5%!
I’ve shown you what nobody else is willing to show you.
Now let me show you how this bust cycle will happen...

DEADLY DOMINO #1:
Building Permit Applications Plummet as Confidence Dries up
In Torrey Pines — near downtown Las Vegas — you’ll find one gorgeous four-bedroom house after
another. All new. Each on generous 7,000-square-foot lots. There’s one problem.
Many of these houses — up to 10 per block — are empty.
It’s like driving through an upscale version of a shell-shocked urban
neighborhood, only instead of boarded-up windows and graffiti, you’ve got
stucco and central air conditioning. And new “ghost towns” like Torrey Pines
have cropped up all over formerly “hot” U.S. property markets.
Why? “It’s economics 101,” says Thomas L., one of the brokers who works
the Vegas market. “Buyers aren’t buying... supply exceeds the demand and we
just have more inventory than we have buyers.”

“A little over a year
ago, buyers couldn’t
wait to sign contracts
to purchase homes.
Now, many can’t wait
to get out of them...
buyers are backing
away from deals
in droves.”
— The Wall Street Journal

In the valley around Vegas, you’ll find more than 22,000 homes on the
market. Out of those, 9,800 are empty. Desperate sellers hope they can at least
rent the spaces, even at cut rates. Meanwhile, 45% of all desperate developers say they’re ready to cut
prices too.
But here’s the real worry...

Proof That Builders See a Mega-Bust on the Horizon
Even bigger than houses that won’t sell now is the fact that huge numbers of U.S. builders don’t see
houses selling all too well down the road, either. Take Doug McGraw.
McGraw heads up a Florida construction company near Fort Lauderdale. Just recently, he was ready
(over, please)
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to build a 205-unit condo near Fort Lauderdale. Now he’s not. Why?
“[Spending on houses] hasn’t just slowed down a little bit,” says McGraw, “it’s slowed down a lot...
anybody who did not already have a shovel in the dirt has chosen to wait until the market settles.”
And it might be a long wait.
Take a look at this chart...

When it’s going up, the economy will likely go
up. Because the property industry drives a huge
chunk of the job market. But also because when
applications are soaring, it means that a boom is
exactly what builders — who live and breathe by
predicting the future economy — are betting on.
What does it say when building permit
applications start to plummet?
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If you’re a builder about to sink millions into
a new development, what’s the first thing you
do? You make sure you can get a permit to start
developing the land. That’s why experts consider
the rate of housing permit applications such a
good hidden indicator of the future economy.
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It means builders see plunging home sales, a tight economy, and even a recession on the horizon. Pay
attention. Because this is exactly the signal I’m showing you in the chart above. Early last year, the total
new number of housing permit applications fell off a cliff.
It’s plunged ever since.
This is like looking at a crystal ball, telling you what the property-developing pros foresee for the
broad economy — not just for 2007, but for 2008, 2009, and even further out. And what the current
breaking point above tells us is, in a word, outright ugly.
Given that a mind-blowing 43.15% of all the new jobs in America since 2001 have come from the
housing market... this should be terrifying news, even if you don’t own a home.
Because, see, when nearly half the new jobs in the U.S. are in jeopardy... when major building
companies, the banks that back them, and the other businesses that depend on a housing boom see income
vaporize... that can’t help but spell bad things for the broad economy, even well outside the housing market.
How ominous is the current signal? By the tail end of last year, overall applications for building
permits were down 31.3% from the year prior... and at their lowest permit total since December 1997.
Says Tim Eller, the CEO of the third largest homebuilder in the U.S., Centex, “We are navigating
through one of the most challenging housing environments in the past 25 years.”
Buyers are even canceling sales contracts. Developers are dumping inventory. And still, builders are racking
up losses. Centex, for instance, just wrote off $510 million worth of value on property it both owned and had
options to buy. And the company is about to let another $450 million in land and options go up in smoke.
No wonder even Bill Gates is dumping shares...
Yep. During the boom, Gates got caught up in the mania and added seven different homebuilding
stocks to the portfolio of the famous multibillion-dollar charity trust he runs with his wife.
This past December, he dumped them. Stocks like Centex Corp., KB Home, Pulte Homes Inc., Lennar
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Corp., Beazer Homes USA Inc., Ryland Group Inc., and WCI Communities Inc. all got kicked out of his fund.
Bruce Karatz, head of KB Home, says this is the worst he’s ever seen... including the collapsing
market of the early 1990s. And Gary Gordon, head of the mortgage
investment firm Annaly Capital, says falling construction alone
could shear 2% off the U.S. GDP.
“For cash-strapped homeowners, it
That’s more than $250 billion — gone in a puff of smoke!
That’s double the disastrous $125 billion Savings & Loan
bailout of 1989... which choked Wall Street and sent the American
economy into a two-year tailspin.
This time around, even more people own property and hold
mortgages... and nearly half the new jobs come from the housing
industry. How can it help but have a deeper impact?

was a pitch they couldn’t refuse:
Refinance your mortgage at a
bargain rate and cut your payments
in half... Those who took the
bait are in for a nasty surprise...
payments... are about to skyrocket.”
— BusinessWeek

More plunging property prices, more disappearing jobs... a retail bust and empty restaurants... fading
car and jewelry sales... a plunge in advertising and online sales... banks in trouble... it’s like a virus that
can’t help but spread.
When it does, what are you supposed to do?
Most catastrophes have a ripple effect.
Maybe you remember, for instance, when the Savings & Loan crisis came to a head in 1989. Over
1,000 small banks made big, bad loans that nearly put them out of business forever.
Dubya’s daddy, George Bush Sr., engineered a $125 billion bailout. Wall Street seized up like a
Plymouth in January... the U.S. deficits soared... and the U.S. economy slipped into a two-year recession.
Or how about when the dot-com bomb finally fell out of the sky?
Millions lost billions, so-called government “surpluses” vaporized, and again we got a recession. Even Wall Street
didn’t recover for another three years. Some stocks never recovered at all, disappearing from the ticker entirely.
Here’s the thing...
In the 1989 crisis, fewer people owned real estate. In the 2000 tech bust, not everybody owned tech
stocks. But in both cases, the impact was far reaching. What does that mean now, when most Americans
own property AND a mortgage, alongside their stock portfolios? What does it mean when so many of the
new jobs in America — as many as 43%, remember — came from the housing industry?
In the tidal wave of falling property prices ahead, it means tighter spending. Lost jobs. Troubles for
retail, restaurants, car dealers, advertising companies, jewelers, remodeling contractors, furniture
manufacturers, banks, electronic retailers, and more.
Foreign investors pull their cash out of the U.S. market too.
It’s like a virus — it can’t help but spread.
When it does, what are you supposed to do?

HOUSING HEDGE #1:
Money-Doubling Gains as the Housing Bust Spreads Wide Open
Here’s one of the first protective steps you should take: send immediately for the Emergency
Financial Survival Toolkit I told you about. And here’s why...
(over, please)
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Inside the toolkit, one of the things you’ll find is a special FREE report I want you to have.
It’s called The Triple-Edged Housing Hedge: Three Solid Layers of Protection
Against the Next Wave of Falling Property Prices.
The first thing you’ll read about in this special FREE report is a way to safeguard and
even grow your money as more home industry-related stocks go bust.
It involves a single market move. As soon as you set it up, you’re buffered against a
Wall Street bust. It’s that simple. And here’s even better news... doing this takes only one
five-minute phone call to set it up.
How does it work?
Let me first ask you this: When property soared, what happened to just about every housing-related
stock? They shot up. When housing turned the corner in early 2006, those stocks fell. Some are still off
their highs by as much as 50%. Bottom-line profits also plunged in housing-related companies like
Whirlpool and KitchenAid, Samsung, Home Depot, Jenn-Air, John Deere, ClosetMaid, and more.
So what this one simple, clever move does is set you up to profit on the next devastating round of
pullbacks in housing-related shares. You just call your broker and read off the one-line instruction you’ll
find in this FREE report, The Triple-Edged Housing Hedge: Three Solid Layers of Protection
Against the Next Wave of Falling Property Prices.
It’s that easy.
And, provided you time it right, you could see your gains double or even triple as the collapse takes
hold. I explain how in your copy of The Triple-Edged Housing Hedge: Three Solid Layers of
Protection Against the Next Wave of Falling Property Prices.
And this, by the way, is just one of the FREE gifts included with the Emergency Financial
Survival Toolkit I want to send. But before I tell you more...
There’s something else I’d better do first...

Let Me Introduce Myself
My name is Addison Wiggin.
Maybe you know already that we’ve been expecting a U.S. economic crisis for some time. I even wrote
about it in a No. 1 New York Times best-seller, Financial Reckoning Day.
My co-author, Bill Bonner, and I touched on it again in our follow-up best-seller, Empire of Debt. I
also talked about the related dollar crisis in another top-selling book, The Demise of the Dollar... and
Why It’s Great for Your Investments.
I say this not to brag, but because I want you to realize how much I share your understanding that,
especially in the case of investing and the economy, it always helps not only to understand exactly what’s
happening, but also to be fully prepared.
For the last 11 years, helping individuals like you get ready for world-changing financial events is all
I’ve done. In fact, right now I lead a multimillion-dollar international market research group that does
exactly that. And we’ve helped people latch onto these trends in just about every way, with every
investing strategy and stock opportunity you can imagine.
We’ve had some huge successes too.
Stunning plays in the commodity market, like a 400% gain on silver calls in just 34 days... explosive
options gains of 113% on DIA puts in only 10 days... a 210% gain on FedEx puts in less than 20 days... far-
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flung moves on stocks like Companhia Vale do Rio Doce, for 144%... 115% on Foundation Coal Holdings...
542% on Valero... across the board, we’ve had plenty of winners in our stable.
The better we do, the better the experts I can bring on board. Published authors and Oxford grads...
No. 1-ranked stock pickers... a MarketWatch columnist... former banking insiders... one of the world’s
greatest options experts... Today our guys show up on MSNBC, CNN, Bloomberg, and more.
Privately, with their readers, they share all kinds of hugely profitable recommendations.
But for this crisis — the coming real estate debacle — I needed some very special expertise. And nobody I know
of has been doing more searing analysis on this topic than the man I’m about to introduce you to, Michael Shedlock.
Around here, we call him “Mish” for short.

The Hardest Working Expert You’ll Ever Meet
Mish is no stuck-up, Ivy League, Wall Street snob.
He’s as “hands in the dirt” as they come. For 20 years, he worked the gears and levers at some of the
top financial institutions in the country — including Harris Bank, the Bank of Montreal, Bank One, First
National Bank of Chicago, and First Data Corp.
But that wasn’t enough.
So Mish linked up his own private clients. He also runs one of the most
popular boards over at the Motley Fool. Plus two more popular stock boards
over at Silicon Investor and TheMarketTraders.
What’s more, his economics blog, called Mish’s Global Economic Trend Analysis,
is one of the most popular and widely read blogs about finance on the Internet.

“The worldwide rise in
house prices was the
biggest bubble in
history. Prepare for
the economic pain
when it pops.”
— The Economist

Around here, Mish is the co-editor and one of the most popular contributors to our own widely read
newsletter, Whiskey & Gunpowder. He’s also one of the more widely referenced experts on the real estate
bubble and the economy online. Literally tens of thousands of people hang on his every word.
When Mish isn’t writing about stocks or the economy, he’s still busy... taking and getting published his
photographs. He’s already logged 80 magazine and book cover credits... including ones for the Chicago
Tribune and other publications across the U.S.
I love a guy who isn’t afraid to dig in.
Naturally, I begged Mish to hop on board. Not just because we could always use more of his kind. But
specifically because I knew he could help us — you and me both — come up with a specific strategic
understanding of these increasingly volatile markets.
Then all we would need, with the analysis covered, was someone who could show us what to do and
how to protect our money as this situation unraveled at our feet.
And for that, I found somebody else I want you to meet...

A Genius at Averting Risk and Growing Your Wealth
Brian McAuley is a registered investment adviser with Sitka Pacific Capital Management. Brian
specializes in portfolio modeling and risk management.
We were lucky enough to get Brian on board so we could pair Mish’s powerful economic vision with
(over, please)
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hands-on, easy investment strategies you can use.
Stock plays, bond plays, moves with commodities or currencies.
Brian can show you exactly what to do.
In fact, both Mish and Brian put together the FREE report I’m about to send you, The Triple-Edged
Housing Hedge: Three Solid Layers of Protection Against the Next Wave of Falling Property Prices.
They’re also the geniuses behind the rest of the Emergency Financial Survival Toolkit we’ve talked about.
I’ll send all this to you the moment you let me know you’re ready.
I’m confident you’ll find the triple-edged wealth protection strategy inside very comforting. And very
lucrative, too. Even during the new wave of financial ruin that lies ahead.
I showed you how the first domino will fall, as builders give up on the future of home sales... and
property brokers lose their jobs in droves.
So now let me continue by showing you the second domino in line for collapse...

Deadly Domino #2:
Starting This Year, the Ticking Time Bomb of
Some VERY Dangerous Loans Will Finally Go Off
When Jennifer and Eric H. traded in their fixed 5.25% mortgage in June 2005, they felt pretty smart.
The adjustable-rate mortgage (ARM) they got in return would cut their monthly mortgage in half. What
Eric and Jennifer didn’t get was the fine print.
See, rates on ARMs can adjust UP as well as down.
Now Eric and Jennifer’s debt compounds at 7.68% — and climbing. Worse, it turns out the half payments
they were making were just a minimum, covering only interest, not principal. So each year they thought they
were “saving” money, they were actually slapping an extra $7,200 on the back of their original debt!
Here’s the triple kicker...
The loan Jennifer and Eric have is a special kind of loan where, once you’ve piled on a certain amount
of unpaid interest debt, the loan payment schedule “resets” and you end up having to pay the full amount
due each month, regardless.
Depending on the kind of loan, this could happen in as little as two years.
So for Jennifer and Eric, who are near the end of their two-year window, Ground Zero is right about
now, sometime in 2007. They would love to refinance again but they can’t afford another $15,000 in fees.
Besides, their mortgage broker will no longer take their calls.
Here’s the thing: Jennifer and Eric are not alone...

Up to 80% of These Exotic Loans Now Headed for Potential Default!
This is the dirty little secret of the property boom.
It was just cheap interest rates that spurred the property boom. It was the easy access to all these
“exotic” — and extremely dangerous — loans. Brokers, in fact, were paid extra to push these contracts on
new and lower-income buyers.
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There’s the rub.
See, when property prices are soaring, even a bad loan looks like a good risk. So banks gave them
away like candy... to homebuyers who had no business borrowing as much or spending what they did on
homes. That’s why these loans are called “subprime.”
But what happens when millions of “subprime” borrowers start
defaulting on loans they can no longer afford to pay? Already, an
unbelievable 80% of all option ARM borrowers can afford to pay only the
minimum on their loans.
What happens when a tremor of “resets” sends these borrowers reeling?

“I love your new newsletter...
background explanations
beautifully and thoroughly
explained... and your
recommendations are very
convincingly written...”
— D. M.

Over $1.8 trillion in loans are headed for “reset” this year alone.
Millions of borrowers just like Jennifer and Eric will fall behind. Many
will give up. And an epidemic of foreclosures will spread across the marketplace.

I don’t have to tell you what that will mean for banks, their investors, and Wall Street...

Is This 1989 All Over Again?
I told you earlier how at least one expert is predicting how nearly 2% of the U.S. GDP — over $250
billion — could vaporize from the U.S. economy, as property builders go bust.
Do you remember 1989?
Over 1,000 banks were in trouble. They had made some very bad loans. George Bush Sr. gave them
over $125 billion just to keep them from closing their doors. That’s less than HALF what we stand to lose
in the next cycle of this bust today. Yet even that $125 billion was enough to swell the U.S. budget deficit,
choke off a recovery on Wall Street, and send the entire U.S. economy into recession for the next two years!
What could losing double that amount do?
Before you answer, remember that even then, we weren’t looking at nearly as ugly a lending picture
as we are today. For instance, only a handful of American borrowers had even heard of what we call today
the option adjustable rate mortgage, or ARM.
Also known as pay-option loans or negative amortization loans, these deadly lending schemes lure in
borrowers with very low rates at the start (you’ve seen the ads).
Up front, you get the promise of “cutting your payments in half”... “rates as low as 2%”... and more.
What the ads don’t tell you, however, is how all that money you’re “saving” up front gets quietly tacked on
to the end of your loan. The less you pay at the start, the faster the extra costs pile on at the back.
Worse, there’s a limit. When the swelling costs of the easier loan get too high, it “resets” — and you get a
letter from the lending company demanding a new payment, this time as much as twice what you paid every
month in the past. For most of these borrowers — once this happens — it’s pretty much the end of the line...


Bill and Carolyn S., both in their 60s, took a $50,000 home equity loan on their house. Their
fixed income will be $2,000 per month when Bill’s disability insurance runs out. They’re
already paying only the minimum, $1,413 per month. What happens when their ARM resets?



Harold C. gets $1,600 per month from Social Security. His refinanced ARM loan payment is
$899 per month. If it resets, he could be forced to pay as much as $1,454. He’s disabled and
can’t work. Where does that money come from?



Gordon B. is a California cop. He makes good money and pays his bills. When he refinanced
his mortgage into an option ARM, he also felt pretty smart — until he found out his new loan
(over, please)
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was adding an extra deferred interest cost of $1,000 per month to the amount he owed the bank


When Jim and Darci R. took on their ARM, it cost $829 per month. But now the rate is
“adjusting” every six months, currently at 14.75% interest and counting — or $1,162 a month.
Last year, Jim lost his job... and had to file for bankruptcy



William H. is 56. He can only swing the minimum on his option ARM. The extra gets tacked
onto his debt total. When it hits 115%, it “resets” — and his option to pay the minimum
ends. Payments will double. And it happens, for Will, less than two years from right now.

How many homebuyers from the last three–four years are in this bind?
Tens of thousands of first-time buyers... home-equity borrowers... house flippers... and more... also
piled into these risky loans over the last three–five years, more than in any other real estate boom since
the option ARM was invented in 1981.
Add to this the fact that many of these borrowers weren’t even buying new homes... they were refinancing
their current ones... treating what little equity they had in their houses like an endless supply of cash.
As long as house values went up, they felt rich. That invisible “value” looked like a pot of gold. With
the help of extra borrowing, at these adjustable rates, they tapped into that. And used the cash to buy
SUVs... flat-screen TVs... even stocks on Wall Street.
Now that value in the house is disappearing. The loans are resetting. And these “subprime” borrowers
are truly caught in a trap. They can’t sell because there’s nobody willing to buy. But they can’t afford to
refinance, either. Or pay off huge chunks of the original debt.
Foreclosures are already soaring, hitting record levels across the country.
Can you feel the ground shaking yet?

The Housing “Nightmare” That Will Haunt
America for the Next 5–10 Years...
As recently as 2003, only .5% of all loans written were these dangerous option ARMs. In California, for
instance, that was 1 in every 100 people who borrowed money to buy a home.
Not so anymore.

Primed for Disaster
800

You can do the math. More than 1.3 million
borrowers took out over $389 billion worth of
pay-option adjustable mortgages in 2004 and
2005. Many of these started to reset in 2006, just
as the property market started to tank. Many
more are set to reset this year, in 2007.
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I don’t have to tell you what this could mean.
Every one of these loans faces a “reset” period
that’s about two years out from when the
borrower first took out the loan.

Annual Loan
Volume ($B)

Take a look at the chart to the right...

Subprime Loans

% Share of Mortgage Market

Subprime Mortgage Market Growth and Share of Total Mortgage Market
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Today, in the same market, more than 23% of
borrowers — nearly one out of every four borrowers
— has one of these volatile loans... in some places
in California, those numbers run as high as 80%!

Subprime share of all mortgage originations

Source: Inside Mortgage Finance
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As much, in fact, as $1 trillion in pay-option loans and other creative ARMs over the next 12 months alone —
sending an atomic shockwave across the U.S. economy between now and January 2008!
It doesn’t end there.
Over $100 billion more of these loans were written in 2006. That means more resets in 2008. With
years of financial “healing” to follow.
It’s no wonder George McCarthy, a Ford Foundation economist, calls the option ARM boom “a
neutron bomb.” Because, he says, “It’s going to kill all the people but leave
the houses standing.”
London’s massive bank and subprime lender, HSBC, has already taken a
huge public hit for making exactly these kinds of loans. And now the head of
HSBC has gone public, calling this whole subprime lending business a big
“mistake” for the bank. He’s even promised shareholders, “It won’t happen again.”
But he apologized too late. On Feb. 8, 2007, HSBC’s shareholders dumped the
stock. And this is just one lender out of many headed for collapse.

“The Survival
Report is by far the
best newsletter on
the market for
macroeconomic
trends...”
— Dave S.

California’s New Century Financial Corp. — another mega-lender of these
risky loans — also took a 36% hit. That’s its biggest in plunge in eight years. So did H&R Block, which
just cut loose its subprime lending unit, Option One.
You can see where this is going.
So far, 23 different subprime lenders have gone bust, just since December 2006. And these aren’t rinkydink local savings & loans. Some of these are major multibillion-dollar institutions.

Even if You’re Not One of the Subprime Borrowers, Watch Out
If you’re carrying one of these loans yourself, I urge you to do anything you can to get rid of it.
Refinance. Pay it off. Whatever you can do.
But even if you’re not one of these millions of risky borrowers... watch out!
Because, you see, you don’t have to be foolish about your borrowing to get punished for the mistakes
other people make with their money.
For instance, after years of reckless lending, guess who gets to pick up the tab? You do!
That’s right.
See, as a stock investor... with any money at all on Wall Street... you get even more exposure to all these bad
loans than the banks do, thanks to a secret banking “loophole” that lets them pass on all the risk... to YOU!
How so?

A Secret “Legal” Banking Scandal Worse Than WorldCom or Enron
When Enron executives faked revenue, they went to jail. Same with WorldCom.
Not so with the banks.
It’s all thanks to a special loophole that’s supposed to be “good” for the mortgage market.
See, when a loan at the bank starts to smell potentially rotten... like so many of these ARM loans
headed for reset do right now... the loophole strategy, created by the government itself, encourages the
(over, please)
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bank to take that bad loan and move it to what’s called the “held for sale” account.
This account is just a dark corner on an accounting spreadsheet... where the bad loan sits... and waits...
and festers... until it can be repackaged with other risky loans and sold off to Wall Street investors.
Here’s what the banks love best about this secret strategy...
For one thing, they get to make many times more stupid loans... without worrying about the level of
risk involved. But even better, for them, is the fact that — thanks to the loophole — they now get to count
the full face value of the loan as an asset on their books!
That’s right.
They shed the risk... while artificially inflating the value of their own bottom line!
Meanwhile, the shoddy loan packages get spit-shined and slipped into other kinds of investments on
Wall Street. For instance, you might not realize it, but from 2004 to the end of 2006, more than $265
billion in repackaged risky ARMs were tucked into Wall Street funds as “mortgage-backed securities.”
And that’s just the tip of the iceberg. Even more of these repackaged loans were sold, in undisclosed
amounts, directly to hedge funds and other risk-loving investors.
But even the sneakiest players can’t cover their tracks forever.
Banks like HSBC... and respectable firms like Merrill Lynch... are getting called on their spending
spree in mortgage instruments, in both 2005 and early 2006. It won’t be long before an industry-wide
pandemic of this kind of risky buying is exposed.
Meanwhile, be warned.
Because, if you own any shares in just about any mutual fund on Wall Street, or any major bank or financial
institution, there’s a good chance you’re already investing in these repackaged “bad” loans... without suspecting a thing!
It’s criminal, if you ask me. But it’s perfectly legal, for now, in the world of banking. In fact, just about
every major bank, lender, and mortgage broker has gotten away with it on a grand scale over the last five
years just the same.
What happens when the house of cards falls down? Try imagining the impact of 1,000 Enrons, all
happening at once... only this time, you’ll be the one left holding the bag.
Luckily, here’s something more you can do...

HOUSING HEDGE #2:
As Lenders and Borrowers Go Bust, This One Share Goes Up
Bad borrowing is epidemic, not just limited to homebuyers.
Take, for instance, big corporate borrowers like General Motors.
GM’s debt alone is more than $260 billion — far bigger than any U.S. corporation, except the
government-sponsored debt of bloated mortgage-lender Fannie Mae. Ford Motors, with nearly another
$200 billion in debt, is another one headed for blowout.
Both companies have had their credit ratings downgraded to “junk” status.
Where do companies with “junk” credit ratings go when they want to borrow even more cash? To the
“junk” bond market. And there’s the crisis.
When credit finally gets tight... when more and more conventional lenders go bust... when investment

14
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dollars for these junk-grade bonds dry up... you’ll see an implosion on the bond market.
See, what most other investors don’t realize is that if you hold even a “high grade” bond fund, it’s
inevitable that you also hold some of the junk-status bonds I just told you about. Getting out of those
risky bonds and bond funds is just a first step, though, toward protecting yourself.
Here’s something even better.
You could even think of it as a kind of bond market-bust “insurance.”
This is a new kind of investment. And new to most investors. In the
event of a bond market collapse, shares in this fund should do exactly the
OPPOSITE. Which is to say, over the coming months, this one should soar...
even as the other investors watch their “safe” bond holdings unravel overnight.
What’s more, the risk is extremely low... even while the potential reward
is extremely high.

“I think the amount of
info in The Survival
Report is incredible
and those two reports
with recommendations
are excellent...”
— John S.

You can read all about this second money-protection move in your FREE copy of The Triple-Edged
Housing Hedge: Three Solid Layers of Protection Against the Next Wave of Falling Property Prices.
Which I’ll send you as one of the FREE gifts in the Emergency Financial Survival Toolkit we
talked about. But that’s just the beginning of what you’ll receive...

An Oasis of Safety During the Market Turmoil Ahead
Aside from the triple-layered and straightforward “wealth waterproofing” strategy you’ll find in the
FREE report, The Triple-Edged Housing Hedge: Three Solid Layers of Protection Against the
Next Wave of Falling Property Prices...
I’ll also include, in your Emergency Financial Survival Toolkit, a secret password. This will
give you access to a members-only Web site, full of private reports and analysis about this and other
big-picture trends and details that remain vital to the health of your investments.
But then, there’s something more. Something that, until now, has only been available to a very small
number of trusted individuals. What am I talking about?
See, for over a year now, I’ve secretly paid Mish and Brian — handsomely — to share their best and
most detailed analysis about this crisis — and about the markets in general — with a small group of
lucky “beta” testers.
Using momentum indicators, seasonality, and technical indicators, as well as sentiment and views on
underlying market fundamentals... Mish and Brian jammed this channel with their own unique brand of
macro and micro analysis... including a head-to-heels review of the world economy... and, most
importantly, brilliant advice on exactly what you should do with your money in these kinds of markets.
In more than a dozen years in the financial research industry, I’ve never seen anything like it.
Along with a proprietary blend of financial recommendations, from precious metals and energy, to
Treasuries, currencies, and even foreign government bonds...
Brian and Mish quickly pieced together an airtight strategy for staying ahead in any kind of market,
while completely protecting the capital you’ve already piled up.
And now — for the first time ever — I think we’re ready to invite a few more market-savvy
individuals into Mish and Brian’s circle.
I’d like you to be one of those individuals...
(over, please)
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What Other “Survivors” Are Saying...
When we first unleashed Brian and Mish’s brand-new Survival Report style of analysis to a
small, limited “test group” of savvy subscribers, here’s what some of them had to say...
“You can more or less take it for granted you have a future subscriber here. I thought
your first report was just excellent...” — Nick Blaine
“As both a professional bond trader and an armchair investor, I applaud your
efforts. VERY clearly written and complete — I look forward to more issues.” —
Denise Hunt
“Just a note to say I like your style... you communicate well. Glad I have you as a
resource.” — Doug Clarkson
“All I have to say is ‘awesome.’ I finally see a truthful, complete, and real economic
report. I must beg you to give your report to each and every senator and
congressman... so finally someone could wake up and find real solutions to the
tragic TRUTH of the economy.... you may be the only ones who can save the United
States... I applaud your efforts... keep up the good work.” — Germanico Vata
“The Survival Report is a wonderful, informative letter that kept me awake,
satisfied, and thinking for an hour... Your respect for readers is appreciated.
THANK YOU!” — Irving Edelmayor
“AT LAST — SOMEBODY WHO GIVES A DAMN ABOUT US INVESTORS. Your
reports are concise, not wordy, factual, and with graphs you can understand. You
guys should get a Nobel Prize for this.” — Bob Peters
I’m inviting you, right now, to join this small circle. It starts when you let me rush you the
introductory Emergency Financial Survival Toolkit we’ve put together, including up to a full
year of FREE issues of Mish and Brian’s new Survival Report.
Read on for details...

What Smart People Read
At the core of your Emergency Financial Survival Toolkit... along with the FREE
report and password I’ll send... you’ll find a chance to receive — FREE for up to a full year —
a completely new financial advisory and wealth protection letter called The Survival Report.
Now, I know you’ve seen other advisory letters.
But you’ve never seen anything like this.
Inside The Survival Report, you’ll find no “hot” stock tips. None. In fact, you’ll find no
hard-press pitches for any one class of investments whatsoever. And no breathless reports about sizzling
new fads in the financial world.
Instead, this is serious analysis for serious people. Smart people, already plugged into the
marketplace... with the guts to challenge the status quo... and ready to take on the very specific wealth
preservation and accumulation moves that Brian and Mish will lay on the line.
It couldn’t be more straightforward.
16
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Immediately, you’ll get the FREE report we talked about. Plus, the private password. Then, every
month, you’ll also get each issue of Mish and Brian’s Survival Report. This is also yours FREE, as part
of this special introductory invitation, for up to a full year.
Then, just to make sure we cover every detail, every week, I’ll also
see that you get Brian and Mish’s Survival Report Weekly Updates
— again FREE, as part of your introductory trial subscription.
Again, this is no last-minute opportunity. This special service, along
with everything else you’ll find in the Emergency Financial Survival
Toolkit I’ll send, was carefully developed over the last year, especially
tailored to help you and your money survive turning points like these.

“You guys rock!!! As a longtime subscriber to other
financial products, I have to
say you guys are my favorite...
your latest report is excellent.”
— Michael S.

But first...
There’s one more “whale in the bathtub” you need to know about while there’s still time...

DEADLY DOMINO #3:
The Madness of Mortgage-Backed Securities
Finally Brings the System Crashing to the Ground
Earlier, I showed you how banks repackage their mortgage risk... and then dump it on Wall Street. More
than 15% of the investments generating fixed income returns are backed by mortgage-related investments.
Even worse, subprime loans — the riskiest kind — back one of the biggest slices of this mortgagebacked investment market. So the people who can afford to take the least risk with their portfolios —
retirees — end up in the greatest danger.
Here’s the clincher.
On the way up, passing mortgages around from investor to investor made it all too easy for banks to
write more and more loans. Without worrying about whether those loans would default. Because the
banks could sell the loans long before it became a problem.
More and more easy loans meant more and more house sales. Which meant rising home prices. And
more speculation. Which meant more new loans. The cycle perpetuated itself. And Alan Greenspan, while
he still had a job in Washington, told us that was a good thing.
But guess what...
Just like housing prices, demand for mortgages... and for risky mortgage-backed securities... can go
down as well as up. Just take a look at two of the biggest troublemakers in this sector — the U.S.
government’s own lending behemoths, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.
If you’ve ever held any kind of loan, you know these government-created agencies both love to snap up
other people’s debt. Trouble is, they’re now more exposed than anybody to low-quality loans.
Combined, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac alone carry about $3.8 trillion in mortgage investments (yes,
again, that’s trillion, not billion). They even borrowed $1.7 trillion themselves... just to buy ownership of
some of those risky loans outright.
If you’re not worried yet, you should be.
See, Fannie Mae and Freddie get the money to make these huge loan purchases by flooding the bond
markets with more of these mortgage-backed securities that we talked about.
So far, more than 23% of the U.S. bond market alone is backed by a pool of mortgages, including the
(over, please)
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risky about-to-fail mortgages we talked about. That makes this the largest single segment of the bond
market, according to Forbes.
A mind-blowing $3 trillion of that outstanding debt to bond investors... comes from Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac. Think about that. That’s a lot of money — nearly half our entire national debt — riding on
the idea that Americans will keep on buying houses and signing mortgage contracts!
As pay-option loans “reset”... as housing values fall... as homeowners weather the $2 trillion hangover of
treating their houses like cash machines... the last thing you want is exposure to these risks in your own portfolio.
In coming issues of The Survival Report, you’ll discover how to systematically strip out those risks... and
replace them with even more lucrative wealth-protecting opportunities that you won’t find anywhere else.
Opportunities, for instance, like this one…

HOUSING HEDGE #3:
Government-Backed Gains, Even During
the Widespread Recession Ahead
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are the ugly side of a government-backed property boom.
But what if you could flip a bad situation around and get the government to back your money in
another, more stable kind of “wealth hedge” instead?
In your FREE copy of The Triple-Edged Housing Hedge: Three Solid Layers of Protection
Against the Next Wave of Falling Property Prices, you’ll discover a special little-known fund that can
give you just that — secure returns, backed by the U.S. government.
How so?
Brian and Mish already call this little move one of the prime safe-haven “sweet spots” of their
Survival Report portfolio. They’ve written all about it in recent reports to their limited pool of Survival
Report subscribers. Now they’re ready to share the details with you.
The key to seeing why this works is a powerful market indicator almost no market amateurs today
know to watch... even though they should.
It’s called the “yield curve.” I’m sure you’ve heard of it. But maybe nobody’s clearly explained what it
means. The yield curve is just a chart. It shows the gap between short-term interest rates, which are
usually lower, and long-term interest rates, which are usually higher.
Except when the yield curve is “inverted,” like it is today.
Yield curves “invert” when you have short-term interest rates running higher than long-term rates.
This is not normal. But when they happen, the message couldn’t be more plain... inverted yield curves are
a sure sign of slow times ahead.
Inverted yield curves have predicted every recession except one... for the last four decades. Meanwhile, believe
it or not, the S&P 500 has missed out or given false signals on recession predictions nine times since 1960.
The world is watching our yield curve problem right now, waiting to see what we’ll do.
The special investment fund I’m telling you about makes the best of that opportunity. To keep foreign
investors interested for the longer haul, they have no choice but to continue making sure the investments in
this fund continue to perform. Otherwise, as you’ll see in your FREE report, they’ll have a MUCH bigger
problem on their hands.
All the details are in your copy of The Triple-Edged Housing Hedge: Three Solid Layers of
Protection Against the Next Wave of Falling Property Prices, which I’ll send you at no charge the
moment I have your permission.
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Just don’t let me wait too long to know when you’re ready...

Six More Shocking “Ripple” Events Ahead
What else happens next?


Retail Expansion Gives Way to Implosion — Stores like Pizza Hut, Bennigan’s, Outback
Steakhouse, Wal-Mart, and Home Depot spring up all over suburbia during a housing boom.
During a bust, strip malls turn into ghost towns. Credit card spending has already slowed at its
fastest rate since 1992. Watch retail across America — and on Wall Street — grind to a halt



Real Estate Brokers Go Underground — As unsold inventories go up, watch brokers
twiddle their thumbs and then, mostly, go the way of the dodo... as the threat of foreclosure
forces McMansion owners to take matters into their own hands. More and more, online and
on the lawn, get used to “For Sale by Owner” signs that beg for buyers



The Federal Reserve Will Finally Fail to Save the
Dollar — Popular wisdom thinks the Fed can fix real estate
by dropping interest rates... and the dollar by raising. Truth
is, dropping rates doesn’t always save property prices (look
at Japan). What’s more, history tells us all fiat currencies
are ultimately doomed. Frankly, credit was just much too
loose for too long... and now it’s too late, both for the
greenback and for so-called “housing wealth”



A Boatload of Bust Slams the Bond Market — Cashstarved, bankrupt municipalities just voted to flood the
market with billions of dollars in bonds. It’s economic suicide. Who’s buying this junk? State
and federal pension funds, hedge funds, and government bond funds. Rest assured a massive
“credit event” is coming



Could Depression Be Next? — The crash of the housing industry will spread virally to all of the
boats it floated during the rising tide. Housing has touched every single segment of our economy,
and it will darken all of those segments, to the worst levels we’ve seen since the Depression



The Great Real Estate Recovery... of 2020 — Will “underwater” property owners — whose
homes are worth less than the money they borrowed to buy them — EVER get back their
investment? Sure, if they wait long enough. Until... say, 2020. But probably not much sooner.

“You are, like me, very aware
of history and its ongoing
ability to move the world in
ways that most do not
understand... some of your
past issues read like a
master’s thesis on historical
impact in the real world...”
— Dave S.

By the way, none of this risk we’ve talked about so far even considers the coming baby boomer
retirement time bomb... the mounting health care crisis... the exploding costs of the Middle East
quagmire... looming physical shortages for oil and energy... the government’s shameful debts and soaring
deficits... shrinking industry sales and soaring inventories...
These are dangerous times. Your wealth is at risk. And there are many more dominoes — maybe too
many to count — in various stages of tipping. Not everybody will be ready. But I’d like to do everything I
can to make sure that you are. I just need to hear from you soon, to know what you decide...

Please Don’t Wait for Everyone Else to Catch up
Look, I know it would be great if we could just purge the whole banking system of the exotic “new”
loans and be done with it...
I know it would be even better if we could talk the U.S. government into just getting out of the
business of fixing home and market prices entirely...
(over, please)
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But let’s be realistic.
We can’t wait for the rest of the world to come around. And we can’t risk letting other people do dumb
and dangerous things with our money.
Which is why I sincerely want to offer you a very different alternative.
I want to send you, immediately, the full Emergency Financial Survival Toolkit that Mish and
Brian have created especially for the small, sensible group of individuals who intend to take the high
ground during the coming flood of financial catastrophe.
And to help you decide, I also want to offer you a risk-free trial subscription to the brand-new
Survival Report, FREE for up to one full year.
Look, there’s no telling what event, exactly, will trigger the next leg down... but there’s also no
question in my mind that this second wave of financial havoc WILL arrive.
You don’t have to take my word for it. I’ve given you the proof so you can decide for yourself. All I can
do now is urge you to strap on your seat belt... and get ready to survive this, along with the rest of us,
with your wealth intact.
All you have to do is say yes to my risk-free invitation now, while you still have the chance...

Yours FREE for up to 1 YEAR
If you agree, after seeing everything I’ve shown you here today, that you’re ready to take these crucial
steps toward financial survival... then let me send you the Emergency Financial Survival Toolkit
we’ve talked about.
Once more, here’s what you’ll find inside...


An exclusive new report for subscribers only called The Triple-Edged Housing Hedge:
Three Solid Layers of Protection Against the Next Wave of Falling Property Prices —
Mish and Brian’s straightforward, triple-play strategy for hedging your house and investing
wealth against this next new leg of a property-driven market collapse ahead



Your own private password, for special access to our new members-only Web site. Inside the
private site, you’ll find detailed analysis of every new market trend, along with new ideas on
how to safeguard your money. This is password protected and yours to use as often as you
like, for ongoing news and alerts as this crisis comes to bear



Finally, the centerpiece of the Survival Toolkit, your first trial issue of The Survival
Report, our never-before-released financial advisory letter, straight from the desks of widely
respected macro-market guru Mike “Mish” Shedlock and his cogent colleague, financial
adviser Brian McAuley. You’ll get issues of The Survival Report every month without fail,
until your subscription runs out... along with FREE Survival Report Weekly Updates to
keep you on top of the recommendations and new trends Brian and Mish have under the
microscope at any given time.

As I said, you can try all this FREE for up to one full year.
Here’s how it works.
Turn to Page 23 to let me know you’re ready to get started. I’ll send you everything. You read the
enclosed report, which gives you an instant investing strategy for protecting yourself, your money, and
your profits over the turbulent weeks and months ahead.
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This report — The Triple-Edged Housing Hedge: Three Solid Layers of Protection Against the
Next Wave of Falling Property Prices — is yours to keep no matter what happens. There’s no charge
for it whatsoever, even if you decide to cancel your introductory subscription.
Then take the private password and visit the Web site. Look around. Download what you like. Log on
as many times as you like. This is a members-only site. But you’ll have as much private access, also
FREE with your subscription, as you like.
Here’s what’s really important. Immediately, upon receipt of your Emergency Financial Survival
Toolkit, you’ll start getting issues of The Survival Report. Dig in, soak up the details, and test the
recommendations. See if it’s for you.
I personally think you’ll find that Mish and Brian produce some of the most in-depth analysis on the
U.S. economy available anywhere... along with some of the world’s most original and intelligent ways for
you to grow and protect your wealth, using “survival” investment strategies I’ve ever seen offered
anywhere before.
If you like what you see and you agree, just stick around for more.
You’ll get your issues and updates regularly, without fail. That’s part of my
rock-solid quality guarantee.
But if you decide I’m wrong, no problem. Just let me know and I’ll stop
sending you issues. Everything you’ve received is, again, yours to keep. No
charge. And no questions asked.
So maybe you’re wondering...

“The Survival Report is
amazing! Keep it up.”
— Lance M.
“GREAT newsletter!!!
You did a great job
summarizing the key
factors in today’s market.”
— Lynn B.

What’s in this for me?
It’s very simple. Naturally, it’s not free for me to tap the expertise of guys like Mish and Brian. Nor is it free for
me to send you the issues, the updates, and to pay for the research and production of the enclosed special report.
So what I’ll ask of you — as part of this special introductory invitation — is something very small. I’m
going to ask you to simply show your commitment to these ideas and to the launch of this brand-new
service, by agreeing to cover the second half of your subscription.
That’s right.
Normally, I’d charge $198 for a year of something as valuable to you as The Survival Report.
But with this deal, you pay only $99 — which gives you six of your 12 issues absolutely FREE.
Sign on for two years and, normally, you’d pay $369. For this special offer, however, you pay
only $179 — which is just like getting 12 out of all 24 issues absolutely FREE.
Either way, you’re getting a very good deal.
And remember, you’re completely protected by the best lifetime guarantee in the industry. If you
decide The Survival Report isn’t for you... or if Brian and Mish are just wrong about what they
foresee... simply cancel.
Drop me a line and I’ll send a full refund check to you. For every penny you’ve paid. Even if you write me on the
last day of your subscription. No questions asked. I know of nobody else who offers a more generous guarantee.
But I don’t think I need to worry.
Because I have that much faith you’ll love reading what Mish and Brian write... and more
(over, please)
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importantly, you’ll love the security of knowing you’re ready for whatever market volatility is headed
down the pike. But really, in the end, this is all up to you.
Let me send you everything. And then you decide. Take your time, knowing you’re protected by my
lifetime guarantee. And even if you cancel, you can still keep everything I’ve sent you so far.
Does that sound fair?
I certainly hope so. Because I’d feel better knowing, as soon as possible, that you’ve taken these steps
and that you’re ready to protect yourself and your money with these moves. Don’t let yourself down. Look
everything over and make up your own mind.
Turn to the next page to let me know what you decide.
Yours for a wealthy, healthy, and safer future,

Addison Wiggin
Publisher, The Survival Report
P.S. I keep returning to a favorite quote from Ludwig von Mises:
There is no means of avoiding the final collapse of a boom brought about by credit
expansion. The alternative is only whether the crisis should come sooner as a result of a
voluntary abandonment of further credit expansion, or later as a final and total
catastrophe of the currency system involved.
It is too late to stop the crackup. But it’s not too late to build a fortress of protection around your
wealth. Just be sure to let me hear from you as soon as possible.
P.P.S. Here’s something else — I’ve got another two gifts I want you to have.
The first is called The Ultimate Safety Net: Cashing in on the New Nikkei Boom
Ahead. Why Japan and why now?
Think about it.
Just as the U.S. days of bubble excess and “gunslinger” investing grind to a standstill,
the opposite is happening on the other side of the globe... Japanese consumers have
started spending again. And Japanese borrowing has also hitched a rocket ride (with
interest rates at 0.5%, can you blame them?). And if the yen gets weaker against the
dollar, Japan’s exports heat up. This could easily trigger a whole new rise in Japanese
stocks. And Mish and Brian have already pegged three brilliant ways for you to play this, each
conveniently listed on the New York Stock Exchange.
And then, I also want to rush you a copy of our online-only BUSTED! The One
Deadly Stock to DUMP NOW Before the Wipeout Ahead.
We’re just putting the finishing touches on this last bonus FREE report now, as you read
this. Why? Because we’ve just uncovered proof that one of Wall Street’s largest and most
influential investment banks is dangerously exposed — more than most other major institutions
— to the deadly subprime mortgage crisis we’ve just talked about. NOBODY is talking about
this right now. But this 56-page report will give you every vital and sordid detail. It’s yours at
no charge, just for jumping in on this “early warning” offer for The Survival Report. When the
bust comes, you will NOT want to own this very popular, but dangerously positioned stock.
And remember, both of these two extra gift reports are yours FREE — gratis, no charge — along with
the other gifts you’ll get as part of your complete Emergency Financial Survival Toolkit.
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Risk-FREE Trial Certificate

Free Offer  Up to 3 Valuable Investment Reports  Free Gifts and Savings

 YES!


Send me the full Emergency Financial Survival Toolkit that Mish and
Brian have created especially for the small, sensible group of individuals who intend to take the
high ground during the coming flood of financial catastrophe.

(T1/24)

CHOOSE YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TERM BELOW:

 BEST DEAL!

(Only 24 cents a day!)

Sign me up for two full years of The Survival Report with 24 monthly printed issues, 104 weekly
e-mail updates, unlimited FREE access to the members-only features of our Web site and
FREE subscriptions to our daily e-letter Whiskey and Gunpowder and our subscriber-only
e-letter The Rude Awakening for only $179. And, send me my 3 FREE gifts: (2Y179)



(T2/12)



FREE Bonus Report #1: The Triple-Edged Housing Hedge: Three Solid Layers

of Protection Against the Next Wave of Falling Property Prices
FREE Bonus Report #2: The Ultimate Safety Net: Cashing in on the New
Nikkei Boom Ahead
FREE Online-Only Bonus Report #3: BUSTED! The One Deadly Stock to
DUMP NOW Before the Wipeout Ahead

 GREAT DEAL!

(50% off the regular price!)

Sign me up for one full year of The Survival Report with 12 monthly print issues, 52 weekly
e-mail updates, unlimited FREE access to the members-only features on our Web site and
FREE subscriptions to our daily e-letter Whiskey and Gunpowder and our subscriber-only
e-letter The Rude Awakening for only $99. And, send me my 3 FREE gifts: (1Y99)




FREE Bonus Report #1: The Triple-Edged Housing Hedge: Three Solid Layers

of Protection Against the Next Wave of Falling Property Prices
FREE Bonus Report #2: The Ultimate Safety Net: Cashing in on the New
Nikkei Boom Ahead
FREE Online-Only Bonus Report #3: BUSTED! The One Deadly Stock to
DUMP NOW Before the Wipeout Ahead

METHOD OF PAYMENT:

 Enclosed is my check or money order payable to:
The Survival Report for $_____________
(Maryland residents please add 5% sales tax. All charges processed in US dollars.)



Please charge my:  Visa  MasterCard  AMEX  Discover

Card No.:
Exp. Date ________ /________
(Month/Year)

Daytime Tel. ( _________)

Signature _______________________________________
(Required on credit card orders)

100% Money-Back Guarantee:
We want you to be 100%
satisfied with your Survival Report
subscription. If you decide The
Survival Report isn’t for you... simply
cancel. I’ll send a full refund check to
you. For every penny you’ve paid.
Even if you write me on the last day of
your subscription. No questions asked.
I know of nobody else who offers a
more generous guarantee.

______________________________________________________________________

(In case we have a question about your order)

THREE EASY WAYS TO ORDER:
Call Toll FREE: 1-800-594-9789
Address ____________________________________________________________________ FAX this reply to: 1-410-558-6362
MAIL in this Risk-Free Trial
City ______________________________ State______ Zip ________________________
Certificate with payment to:
The Survival Report
E-mail Address __________________________________________________________________
(Necessary for sending your FREE e-mail investment advisories.)
P.O. Box 925 • Frederick, MD 21705
Name ______________________________________________________________________

CIR-P

SUR-DD-0507A



CUT

ALONG THE DOTTED LINE AND MAIL OR

FAX TODAY!





Three Solid Layers of Protection Against the
Next Wave of Falling Property Prices Ahead
In the FREE “Emergency Financial Survival Toolkit: Triple Protection
Against the Coming Collapse” library I’ll rush you, you’ll find...
 A government-backed safeguard against economy-wide U.S. recession —

the faster things unravel, the faster this “safe haven” fund goes up!
(see Page 18)...
 A simple “sandbagging” move that protects you as collapsing credit sucks

the life out of the U.S. bond market, and especially U.S. junk bonds
(see Page 14)...
 A profound way to hedge against a whole basketful of falling housing

and home improvement stocks — with one easy, money-multiplying trade
(see Page 17)...

This emergency “Housing Tsunami” toolkit is yours
at no charge — just let me hear from you in time...

Send immediately for the FREE
“Triple-Protection” Financial Survival Toolkit!
The Survival Report
P.O Box 925
Frederick, MD 21705

